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Agenda www.nersc.gov/users/training/events/parallelware-training-series-oct-nov-2020/ 

Part 1, Tuesday, October 27 

8:30 am - 12:00 pm PDT

Introduction to Parallelware tools: Ensuring 
parallel programming best practices

● 10’ - Introduction by NERSC

● 10’ - Welcome

● 20’ - Introduction

● 5’ break

● 20’ - NESAP Applications & Motifs

● 30’ - Catalog of defects and  best practice 

recommendations

● 5’ break

● 60’ - Parallelware tools: Trainer & Analyzer

● 5’ break

● 20’ - Homework

● 20’ - Q&A

Format: Remote lectures,  and demos,  and homework 
exercises

Part 2, Thursday, October 29 

9:00 am - 12:00 am PDT

Office hours [Optional]

● 60’ - Homework exercises demo

● 5’ break

● 110’ - Support, Questions, FAQs for 

using Parallelware tools

Format:  Remote office hours

Part 3, Wednesday, November 4

8:00 am - 1:00 pm PST

Guided parallelization of ZPIC: Ensuring 
best practices with Parallelware tools

● 30’ - Case study: Guided 
parallelization of ZPIC with 

Parallelware tools

● 20’ - Performance evaluation of ZPIC

● 10’ break

● 220’ - Bring your own applications

● 20’ - Q&A

Format:  Remote demos and hands-on

http://www.nersc.gov/users/training/events/parallelware-training-series-oct-nov-2020/


A static code analyzer specialized in parallelism

Parallelware Analyzer helps developers create fast, correct parallel 
code in C/C++/Fortran reporting objective and measurable metrics 

and seamlessly integrating into their development workflow and 
CI/CD tools.

Parallelware Tools
1. Enforce parallel programming best practice recommendations in order to 

prepare the code for parallelization.

2. Detect and fix defects in parallel code (i.e. race conditions).

3. Verify data-race free parallel code.

4. Discover opportunities for parallelization.

5. Quickly design and implement parallel code for CPU/GPU using 
OpenMP/OpenACC.

Learn parallel programming faster and at your own pace

Learn parallelization concepts and techniques guided by 
parallel patterns used in real software. Use our integrated 

learning environment to experiment with different 
technologies for parallel programming. Make expert decisions 

for the development of multicore and GPU-accelerated 
software.



Parallelware Tools: Value Proposition & Metrics
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Driving goals of parallel software development Metric (objective & measurable)

#1 Accelerate the software runtime through code parallelization Maximize software runtime speedup

Discover opportunities for parallelization.

Parallelization opportunities
Quickly design and implement parallel code for CPU/GPU using 
OpenMP/OpenACC.

#2 Reduce development effort through detection and generation of bug-free 
parallel code

Minimize number of bugs

Detect and fix defects in parallel code (i.e. data races, data movement) using 
OpenMP/OpenACC.

Defects 
(e.g. data races, data movement)

Verify data-race free parallel code using OpenMP/OpenACC. Bug-free
 (e.g. data race free)

Enforce parallel programming best practice recommendations in order to prepare 
the code for parallelization.

Recommendations
(e.g. prevent data races, improve performance)



OPPORTUNITY
[Parallelization Opportunity]

PATTERN-BASED PARALLELISM

COMPUTE PATTERN
[Parallelware Code Pattern]

PATTERN-BASED SEMANTICS

Parallelware’s Key Concepts

ANALYZABLE
[Source Code Supported by Parallelware]

SYNTACTIC

3rd requirement

     2nd requirement

         1st requirement Complete a syntactical analysis of the 
source code, so that all the C/C++/Fortran 
language features used in the source code 
are supported by Parallelware.

Complete a semantic analysis of the source 
code, so that the source code is split into a 
set of compute patterns by Parallelware.

Complete a semantic analysis of the 
source code specializing in parallelism, 
so that Parallelware identifies loops that 
can be converted into parallel code.

●  The goal is to understand the semantics of C/C++/Fortran codes from the point of view of parallelism. Thus, they are 
used as “building blocks” by the programmer during the parallelization of a scientific application.



for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   A[j] = B[j];
}

Key Concepts: Parallelware Code Patterns

Components

Serial code

Pattern

Parallel code

Parallel pattern

Computation patterns

Memory patterns

Flow patterns

● Parallelware code patterns are patterns specializing in parallelism that describe the classes of codes.
● In HPC, the Parallelware code patterns describe the semantics of C/C++/Fortran codes from the point of view of 

parallelism. Thus, they are used as “building blocks” by the programmer during the parallelization of a scientific application.

parallel forall

for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   A[C[j]] += B[j];
}

parallel sparse reduction

for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   A += B[j];
}

parallel scalar reduction

for (j=0; j<n; j++ ) {
   A[C[j]] = B[j];
}

parallel sparse forall

data structure design patterns
(e.g. array 1D, multi-dimensional array, array-of-structs/struct-of-arrays)

data access patterns
(e.g. linear, strided, irregular, stencil)

for(iter=0, err = tol; err >= tol && iter 
< iter_max; iter++){
  ...
}

convergence loop

for(iter=0; iter < iter_max; iter++){
  ...
}

propagation loop



Mapping parallelization strategies to patterns

Parallelization Strategy

Parallel Loop
Parallel Loop w/ 
Built-in reduction

Parallel Loop w/ 
Atomic

Parallel Loop w/ Explicit 
Privatization

Multithreading on CPU

Parallel 
Pattern

Forall ✓

Scalar Reduction ✓ ✓ ✓

Sparse Reduction ✓ ✓

Sparse forall upcoming

Offloading to GPU

Parallel 
Pattern

Forall ✓

Scalar Reduction ✓ ✓

Sparse Reduction ✓

Sparse forall



2.Identify defects related to parallelism while coding.
Tool “pwcheck”

3.Identify opportunities for parallelization.
Tool “pwloops”

4.Guided generation of parallel code for multicore CPUs and 
GPUs, with OpenMP and OpenACC, using multithreading, 
offloading and tasking.
Tool “pwdirectives”

2.Identify defects related to 
parallelism while debugging
Tool “pwcheck”

1.High-level overview of your code: summary of parallelized 
regions, defects, recommendations and opportunities.
Tool “pwreport”

Parallel 
Software 

Development 
Workflow

Parallelware Analyzer
2020



The tool “pwreport”: Entry point and status
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$ pwreport NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I NPB3.3-OMP-C/common            
Compiler flags: -I NPB3.3-OMP-C/common
78 files successfully analyzed and 1 failure in 46824 ms (pass --show-failures for error details)

CODE COVERAGE
  Analyzable files:         78 / 79 (98.73 %)
  Analyzable functions:     70 / 480 (14.58 %)
  Analyzable loops:         59 / 888 (6.644 %)
  Parallelized SLOCs:    10005 / 25300 (39.55 %)

SUMMARY
  Total defects:             0
  Total recommendations:   2151
  Total opportunities:      59
  Total data races:          0
  Total data-race-free:     17

SUGGESTIONS

  1 file could not be analyzed, get more information by enabling error reporting:
    bin/pwreport --show-failures /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/common

  829 loops could not be analyzed, get more information with pwloops:
    bin/pwloops --non-analyzable /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/common

  2151 recommendations were found in your code, get more information with pwcheck:
    bin/pwcheck --only-recommendations /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/common

  59 opportunities for parallelization were found in your code, get more information with pwloops:
    bin/pwloops /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/common

  10005 lines of code in parallel regions were found in your code, get more information with pwreport:
    bin/pwreport --parallelization /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/common

    pwreport --parallelization NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I NPB3.3-OMP-C/common



The tool  “pwcheck”: Defects and Recommendations
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$ pwcheck NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I NPB3.3-OMP-C/common

…
[PWR004] /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/EP/ep.c:130:3 OpenMP directive with implicit datascoping assigned to the variables 'x'

    130:   #pragma omp parallel default(shared) private(i)

    SUGGESTION: explicitly set their datascoping by adding them to the appropriate scoping clause

[PWR011] /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/EP/ep.c:191:7 outline loop to increase compiler and tooling code coverage

    191:   for (i = 1; i <= 100; i++) {

    192:     ik = kk / 2;

    193:     if ((2 * ik) != kk) t3 = randlc(&t1, t2);

    194:     if (ik == 0) break;

    195:     t3 = randlc(&t2, t2);

    196:     kk = ik;

    197:   }

    SUGGESTION: consider extracting the loop to a dedicated function

Found a total of 2151 checks in 78 files successfully analyzed and 1 failure in 51270 ms (pass --show-failures for error details)

PWR001    PWR002    PWR003    PWR004    PWR005    PWR006    PWR007    PWR008    PWR009    PWR010    PWR011    PWR012    PWR013    PWR014    PWR015    PWR016    

PWD001    PWD002    PWD003    PWD004    PWD005    PWD006    PWD007    PWD008    

   182      1155     4   123   125     0     0     0     0     0   279     0     0     0     0   283     0     0     

0     0     0     0     0     0



The tool  “pwloops”: Parallelization Opportunities
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$ pwloops NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I NPB3.3-OMP-C/common

Compiler flags: -I NPB3.3-OMP-C/common

Loop                                                                                     Analyzable Compute patterns Opportunity Auto-Parallelizable Parallelized

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  ---------- ---------------- ----------- ------------------- ------------

...

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/BT/error.c:rhs_norm:95:3                  x     forall          simd, multi   x                           

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/BT/error.c:rhs_norm:102:3                 x     forall                                        x       

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/BT/error.c:rhs_norm:106:3                 x     sparse                                        x       

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/BT/error.c:rhs_norm:107:5                 x     sparse                                        x       

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/BT/error.c:rhs_norm:108:7                 x     sparse                                        x       

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/BT/error.c:rhs_norm:109:9                 x     forall                                        x       

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/BT/error.c:rhs_norm:116:3                 x     forall                                        x       

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/BT/error.c:rhs_norm:122:3                 x     n/a                                                       

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/BT/error.c:rhs_norm:123:5                 x     n/a                                                       

...

Loop : loop name following the syntax <file>:<function>:<line>:<column>

Analyzable : all C/C++/Fortran language features present in the loop are supported by Parallelware

Compute patterns : compute patterns found in the loop ('forall', 'scalar' or 'sparse' reduction, 'recurrence')

Opportunity : whether the loop is a parallelization opportunity and for which paradigms ('multi' for multi-threading or 'simd' for vectorization)

Auto-Parallelizable : loop can be parallelized by Parallelware

Parallelized : loop is already parallelized, for instance with OpenMP or OpenACC directives

SUGGESTIONS

  Get more details about the data scoping of each variable within a loop, e.g.:

    bin/pwloops --datascoping --loop /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/EP/ep.c:main:285:3 /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I 

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/common

  Print the code annotated with opportunities, e.g.:

    bin/pwloops --code --function /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/EP/ep.c:main /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I 

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/common

  Find out what prevented the analysis of a loop, e.g.:

    bin/pwloops --non-analyzable --loop /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/DC/adc.c:ParseParFile:411:3 /home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C -- -I 

/home/javi/dev/reference-codes/NPB/NPB3.3-OMP-C/common

78 files successfully analyzed and 1 failure in 23152 ms (pass --show-failures for error details)



The tool  “pwdirectives”: Parallel Code Generation
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$ pwdirectives atmux.c:20 --out-file atmux_offload.c --omp offload -- -I lib

Compiler flags: -I lib

Attempting to parallelize loop at 'atmux.c:20'

Sequential loop identified

Sequential loop identified

Parallel sparse reduction pattern identified for variable 'y' with associative, commutative operator '+'

Available parallelization strategies for variable 'y'

  #1 OpenMP atomic access (* implemented)

  #2 OpenMP explicit privatization

Complete access range for variables: 'row_ptr', 'col_ind', 'val'

Loop parallelized with teams using OpenMP directive 'target teams distribute parallel for

Make sure there is no aliasing among arguments in 'compute': val, x, y, col_ind, row_ptr, n

Successfully created atmux_offload.c

$ sed -n 20,26p atmux_offload.c

  #pragma omp target teams distribute parallel for map(to: col_ind[:], n, row_ptr[:], val[:], x[0:n]) shared(col_ind, n, row_ptr, val, x) private(k) 

schedule(auto)

  for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {

for (k = row_ptr[i]; k < row_ptr[i + 1]; k++) {

    #pragma omp atomic update

    y[col_ind[k]] = y[col_ind[k]] + x[i] * val[k];

}

  }



Parallelware Trainer
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Project Explorer Code Editor Version Manager

Output Consoles

Test the 
correctness

   Introduce        
Parallelism

Identifying     
opportunities for 

parallelization

1 2                       3 4 5 6

Performance 
tuning

Test  
performance

Understanding 
your code

Parallelization opportunity

Non-analyzable code

Recommendation

Defect



Generate directives with Parallelware Trainer GUI
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Step 1:

● Find opportunities 
for parallelization in 
your code.

● Click on the “green 
circles”...



Generate directives with Parallelware Trainer GUI
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Step 1:
● Find opportunities for 

parallelization in your 
code.

● Click on the “green 
circles”...

Step 2:

● Select a setup: 
Standard, Device & 
Paradigm

● Click on the button 
“Parallelize”...
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Introduction to Parallelware tools: 
Ensuring parallel programming best 

practices

Parallelware tools: Trainer & Analyzer

Parallelware 
Training Series
Motif-guided Parallelization of 
ZPIC with OpenMP and 
OpenACC


